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You say you want to wait to get married, 
why you in a pause, 
you say its not your time yet, 
when is the perfect time for you 

just let me go, tell me im not the one for you 
tell me you found someone else in your life 
tell me i wasnt good enough for you 
but dont tell me you want to when i dont want to
anymore 

what changed your mind in two days 
did i do something wrong to make you put a hold 
on our future, 
it was just a week ago when you asked me 
what date i plan to ask you the big question, 
why did you do this to me 

just let me go, tell me im not the one for you 
tell me you found someone else in your life 
tell me i wasnt good enough for you 
but dont tell me you want to when i dont want to
anymore 

it was perfectly set how it would go down 
all our dream would have come real 
now you put them in a coffin and put the dirt on them 
should just add a stone to them and make it read 
here lies the dreams of a fallen futures, 

just let me go, tell me im not the one for you 

tell me you found someone else in your life 
tell me i wasnt good enough for you 
but dont tell me you want to when i dont want to
anymore 

why did yo do this 
now i stand here with this ring , flowers, and dirt on my
knees 
tears falling down my eyes with humiliation, 
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it might as well just rain and have lightning strike and
miss me, 
tonight isnt a luck y night, 

now i cant look you in the eyes any more, 
just go ahead and walk away 
just leave me here in my misery of shame, 

just let me go, tell me im not the one for you 
tell me you found someone else in your life 
tell me i wasnt good enough for you 
dont say you're sorry 
and dont tell me you want to when i dont want to
anymore 

you say you want to wait to get married 
you say you're not ready yet 
you say today isnt good enough for you 
do me a favor and do put me on hold, 
because i dont want to anymore
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